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Anewmethodologyis introduced for integrated design of guidance and control systems for autonomousvehicles
(AVs). The methodology proposed borrows from the theory of gain-scheduled control and leads to an ef cient
procedure for the design of controllers for AVs to accurately track reference trajectories de ned in an inertial
reference frame. The paper illustrates the application of this procedure to the design of a tracking controller
for the unmanned air vehicle Bluebird. The design phase is summarized, and the performance of the resulting
controller is assessed in simulation using dynamicmodels of the vehicle and its sensor suite.
I. Introduction
I N a great number of envisionedmission scenarios, autonomousvehicles,includingautonomousunderwatervehicles(AUVs)and
unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), will be required to follow inertial
referencetrajectoriesaccuratelyin three-dimensionalspace.For ex-
ample, see Refs. 1–3 and the references therein. Similar require-
ments emerge from the recent work at NASA on descent trajectory
synthesis for air traf c control.4 To achieve this goal, the following
systems must be designed and implemented onboard autonomous
vehicles (AVs): 1) navigation, to provide estimates of linear and an-
gular positions and velocities of the vehicle, 2) guidance, to process
navigation/inertial reference trajectorydata and output set points for
the vehicle’s (body) velocity and attitude, and 3) control, to generate
the actuator signals that are required to drive the actual velocity and
attitude of the vehicle to the values commanded by the guidance
scheme.
The advent of the global positioning system (GPS) has afforded
AV systems engineers a powerful new means of obtaining accurate
navigation data that is required for precise tracking of given iner-
tial trajectories.However, traditionalguidanceand control schemes
used to steer the vehicle along such trajectories may prove inad-
equate in the case where frequent heading changes are required
or in the presence of shiftingwind.5 Traditionally, such systems are
designedseparately,usingwell-establisheddesignmethods for con-
trol and simple strategies such as line of sight (LOS) for guidance.
References 6 and 7 contain interesting applications to underwater
and air vehicles, respectively. During the design phase, the con-
trol system is usually designedwith suf ciently large bandwidth to
track the commands that are expected from the guidance system.
However, because the two systems are effectivelycoupled, stability
and adequate performance of the combined system about nominal
trajectories are not guaranteed.5 In practice, this problem can be
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resolved by judicious choice of guidance law parameters (such as
the visibilitydistancein LOS strategy), basedonextensivecomputer
simulations.Even when stability is obtained,however, the resulting
strategy leads to  nite trajectory tracking errors, the magnitude of
which depends on the type of trajectory to be tracked (radius of
curvature, vehicle’s desired speed, etc.).5
This paper proposes a new methodology for the design of guid-
ance and control systems for AVs whereby the two systems are
designed simultaneously. This methodology has two main advan-
tages over traditional ones: 1) the resulting trajectory tracking sys-
tem achieves zero steady-state tracking error about any trimming
trajectory and 2) the design methodology explicitly addresses the
problemof stability of the combinedguidanceand control systems.
Earlier work based on this approach can be found in Refs. 8–10,
where the authors introduce a methodology for the design of con-
trollers for AUVs and UAVs to track inertial trajectories that are
given in space and time coordinates.The trajectoriesconsideredare
equilibrium(also known as trimming) trajectoriesof AVs, which are
helices parameterized by the vehicle’s linear speed, yaw rate, and
 ight-path angle. Furthermore, in Refs. 8–10 it is shown the lin-
earization of the vehicle error dynamics and kinematics about any
trimming trajectory is time invariant. Thus, the problem of design-
ing integrated guidance and control systems for AVs to accurately
track trimming trajectoriescan be solved by using tools that borrow
from gain scheduling control theory, particularly those reported in
Ref. 11.Within the framework of Ref. 11, the vehicle’s linear speed,
yaw rate, and  ight-path angle play the role of schedulingvariables
that interpolate the parameters of linear controllers designed for a
 nite number of representative trimming trajectories. The results
introduced in Ref. 11 on the D implementation of gain scheduled
controllers can then be used to obtain a combined guidance/control
system such that the properties of the linear designs are recovered
locally, about each trimming trajectory. An interesting and very
important consequenceof the D implementationis that it leads nat-
urally to a controllerstructurewhere the only exogenouscommands
requiredare the desired linear inertialpositionand the yaw rate, thus
avoiding the need to feedforward the trimming conditions for the
remaining state variables and control inputs.
However, the techniquepresented in Refs. 8–10 has a shortcom-
ing, which may be of concern for UAVs and AUVs, when track-
ing trimming trajectories in the presence of changing air and water
mass. Because the controllersdescribed in those references achieve
accurate tracking of trajectories de ned in terms of space and time



















































30 KAMINER ET AL.
or water cannot be controlled externally, its value being computed
internally as a function of the tracking error. In practice, this may
lead to unacceptableperformancein thepresenceofwindsandwater
currentsbecause the change in the airspeedof the vehiclemay result
in stall or structural damage.
Clearly, eliminating the time coordinate in the trajectory de ni-
tion and using the vehicle attitude to null out trajectory errors while
maintaining constant airspeed should resolve this problem. A sim-
ilar approach has been introduced in a number of publications on
robot control. Of particular interest is the work reported in Ref. 12,
where the subject of path following control for wheeled robots is
addressed; also see Ref. 5 for a detailed analysis of the stability of
an autonomousunderwatervehicle about nominal trajectoriesin the
horizontal plane.
In this paper, these ideas are formalized within the basic frame-
work for three-dimensionaltrajectorytrackingcontrollersystemde-
signdevelopedinRefs. 8–10.Using theconceptsoutlinedin Ref. 12,
the linear position of an AV is given in terms of its location with
respect to the closest point on a desired trajectory, together with
the arc length of an imaginary curve traced along that trajectory.
Tracking of a trimming trajectory by the vehicle at a  xed speed
is then converted into the problem of driving a generalized error
vector, which implicitly includes the distance to the trajectory, to
zero. Moreover, it is shown that the linearizationof the generalized
error dynamics about the corresponding trimming path is time in-
variant. Using these results, the problem of trajectory tracking is
posed and solved in the framework of gain scheduled control the-
ory, leading to a new technique for integrated design of guidance
and control systems for AVs. The paper summarizes the resulting
designmethodologyand illustrates its application to the design and
implementation of a nonlinear trajectory tracking controller for the
UAV Bluebird.10 Numerical simulations using a full set of nonlin-
ear equations of motion of the vehicle show the effectivenessof the
proposed techniques.
The subject of trajectory tracking has also been addressed in the
literatureon control of nonholonomicvehicles. In Ref. 13, the prob-
lem of trackinga nominal trajectoryby a nonlinearsystemis consid-
ered. The key idea includes linearizing the nonlinear system along
the trajectory, then using the resulting time-varying linearizationto
obtaina time-varyingstate feedbackcontrollerthat locallyexponen-
tially stabilizes the system along the trajectory. The paper includes
examplesof applicationsof the proposedtechniqueto amobile robot
and a front-wheel-drivecar. The nominal trajectoriesconsidered in
Ref. 13 are not restricted to be trimming trajectories. However, all
of the examples presentedconsiderthe case of trimming trajectories
only. Another approach is used in Ref. 14,where a trackingproblem
for a surfacemarine vessel is considered.Here the authors use feed-
back linearizationwith dynamic extension to obtain a controller to
track trajectories that consist of lines and arcs of circles (a special
case of trimming trajectories in the plane).
The solution to the trajectory tracking problem proposed in this
paper differs considerably from the ones introduced in Refs. 13
and 14. Here, the key idea is to reduce the problem to the design
of a tracking controller for a linear time-invariant plant utilizing a
simple nonlinear transformation that inverts the vehicle kinematics.
This poses no robustness concerns because kinematics are usually
well known, particularly in the case of air and underwater vehi-
cles. It is important to point out that the application of the nonlin-
ear transformation results in a nonlinear plant, whose linearization
along trimming trajectories is time invariant.Once in the linear set-
ting, the designer is free to choose his favorite control synthesis
technique to achieve the desired closed-loop performance and ro-
bustness. The paper provides a simple algorithm for implementing
the linear controlleron the nonlinearplant such that the propertiesof
linear controller are preserved along each trajectory. This is in con-
trast to the approachin Ref. 13, where the problemis reducedto that
of designing an exponentially stabilizing state-feedback controller
for a linear time-varying system. This leads to a controller design
that is problem speci c and does not address the issues of perfor-
mance and robustness. On the other hand, in Ref. 14 the authors
point out that extending to air vehicles the feedback linearization
technique use for trajectory tracking of the surface craft is dif cult
due to the unstable zero dynamics that are characteristicof aircraft.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II develops the rigid-
body dynamics and introduces appropriate transformationsused in
Sec. III to formulate and solve the problem of integrated guidance
and control of UAVs. Section IV describes an application to the
integratedguidanceandcontrolof theUAVBluebird.Finally,Sec.V
contains the main conclusions.
II. Generalized Error Dynamics
We begin this sectionwith a review of the equationsof motion of
a typicalautonomousvehicle such as an airplaneor a submarineand
introduce the trimming trajectories these vehicles are expected to
track. Let fI g denote an inertial reference frame, and let fBg denote
a body coordinate frame that is  xed with respect to the body.
We introduce the following notation suggested by Ref. 15:
P = position of the origin of fBg expressed in fI g
V = linear velocity of the origin of fBg relative to fI g,
expressed in fBg; .u; v;w/0
3 = vector of Euler angles that describe the orientation of
frame fBg with respect to fI g; .Á; µ;Ã/0
Ä = angular velocity of fBg relative to fI g, expressed
in fBg
I
BR = rotation matrix from fBg to fI g; IBR.3/Q = matrix that relates .d=dt/3 to Ä and satis es the
relationships .d=dt/3 D QÄ andQ.0/ D I ;Q.3/
G = vector of gravitational acceleration expressed in fI g
We assume a constantgravitational eld. Furthermore, letU denote
the vector of control inputs acting on the vehicle.
With this notation, the vehicle dynamics can be written in state-
space form as follows (see Refs. 16 and 17 for the case of aircraft





V D FV .V ;Ä;3/C IV .V; Ä/H.V ; Ä;U /
d
dt








where FV ;FÄ; IV , and IÄ are smooth functions.
We are interested in the development of guidance and control
systems to steer an autonomous vehicle along prescribed inertial
trajectoriesPC .t/ 2 <3 . Furthermore,we require that the vehicle be
trimmed along any such trajectory. This requirement is reasonable
becausemost of the applicationsfor autonomousvehicles todaycall
for trimmed  ight.Let fCg de ne a coordinatesystemattachedto the
vehicle and let3C de ne the desired inertialorientationof fCg. The
coordinate system fCg represents the desired inertial orientation of
the vehicle along PC . Therefore, at trim fCg D fBg. Next we de ne











3C D Q.3C /ÄC D: QCÄC
FV .VC ; ÄC ;3C /
C IV .VC ; ÄC /H.VC ; ÄC ;Uc/ D 0
FÄ.VC ;ÄC ; 3C/
C IÄ.VC ; ÄC/H.VC ;ÄC ;Uc/ D 0
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(2)
where VC , ÄC , andUc denote the trimming values of V , Ä, andU ,
respectively,and3C denotes the vectorof Euler angles that describe
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From the de nitionof E andEqs. (1) it can be concluded16 that the









24¡vc cos.°C / sin. PÃC t/vc cos.°C/ cos. PÃC t/
¡vc sin.°C /
35 (3)
where PÃC , vc D kVCk, and °C denote desired yaw rate, inertial
velocity, and  ight-path angle, respectively, of the vehicle along
PC . Thus, the trimming trajectories can be parameterized by the
vector
´c D [vc; PÃC ; °C ]0 2 <3 (4)
In fact, given ´c we can determine the trimming values for VC , ÄC ,
and UC . A detailed derivation of trimming trajectories for the case
of an unmanned air vehicle is given in Sec. IV.











Equation (5) indicatesthat the radiusof the helix is r :D vc cos.°C /=PÃC and the climb rate is Phc :D¡vc sin.°C/. Using elementary ideas











24 r cos[ PÃC .s=vc/]r sin[ PÃC .s=vc/]
¡PhC .s=vc/
35 (6)
Now, let fAg denote a Frenet frame attached to PC .s/ (Ref. 18).
Then the x , y, and z axis of fAg can bede ned using the orthonormal
vectors T , N , and B, where T .s/ is a unit vector tangent to PC .s/
at s,
T .s/ D dP.s/
ds
D




264¡cos.°C/ sin[ PÃC .s=vc/]cos.°C / cos[ PÃC .s=vc/]
¡sin.°C /
375
Similarly, N .s/ D [dT .s/=ds]=·.s/, where ·.s/ :D kdT .s/=dsk
is called the curvature of PC.s/. Then,
N.s/ D
24¡cos[ PÃC .s=vc/]¡sin[ PÃC .s=vc/]
0
35
and ·.s/ D PÃC cos.°c/=vc. It follows that B.s/ D T .s/£ N .s/,
B.s/ D
24 sin.°C / sin[ PÃC .s=vc/]¡sin.°C / cos[ PÃC .s=vc/]
cos.°C /
35
Finally, the coordinatetransformation IAR from fAg to fI g is givenby
I








Ps D [T N B]
24 0 ¡· 0· 0 ¡¿
0 ¿ 0
35 Ps D IARS.AÄ/
Fig. 1 Trajectory tracking: basic three-dimensional geometry.
where ¿ .s/ is the torsion of P.s/, given by ¿.s/ D Ph PÃC=v2c DPÃC sin°c=vc; AÄ D [¿ Ps 0 · Ps]T is the angular velocity of fAg with
respect to fI g, resolvedin fAg; andS.Y / is a skew symmetricmatrix
de ned by S.Y / D Y£ (Ref. 15), where£ denotes cross product.
Let PC .s0/ denote the point on the trajectory PC 2 E the shortest
distance away from the vehicle’s position P (see Fig. 1). We call
PC .s0/ a projection of P onto PC 2 E . (For the discussion of when
such a point can be uniquely determined, see Ref. 12.) De ne the
error vector ME :D AI R.P ¡ PC .s0//. Then ME will necessarily
have the following form (see Fig. 1):
ME D [0 y z]











) IBRV D IAR
24 Ps0
0







35 C S.AÄ/ME D AI R IBRV D ABRV
Simple algebra shows that24 PsPy
Pz
35 D




The design of an integrated guidance and control system for the
plant G in Eq. (1) and the set E involves obtaining linear models
for G along the trajectories in E . These models will necessarily be
time varying in the state-space coordinates used in Eq. (1). It turns
out, however, that an appropriate coordinate system exists where
the linearization of the plant G along any trajectory PC 2 E is time
invariant.This coordinatesystem is discussednext. Let PC ; 3C 2 E
be given. De ne
VE D V ¡ VC ; ÄE D Ä¡ ÄC
PE D [s y z]0; 3E D Q¡1.3 ¡ 3C /
(8)
which can be interpretedas the generalizederror vector between the
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show that the problemof followinga trimming trajectory PC 2 E at
a  xed speedVC is equivalentto driving the generalizederror vector
to zero.
Next, by noticing that VC and ÄC are constant along trimming






VE D FVE .VE ;ÄE ;3E /
C IVE .VE ;ÄE /H.VE ; ÄE ;U /
d
dt
ÄE D FÄE .VE ; ÄE ; 3E /










3E D ÄE ¡ ÄC ¡Q¡1QCÄC C PQ¡1Q3E
(9)
where
FVE .VE ; ÄE ; 3E / D FV .VE C VC ; ÄE CÄC ;Q3E C 3C /
and similarly for IVE , FÄE , and IÄE . It can be shown that the lin-
earization of Eqs. (9) along any trajectory PC 2 E is time invariant





±VE DAVV ±VE CAÄV ±ÄE CA3V ±3E CBV ±U
d
dt









24 0 · 00 0 ¡¿
0 ¡¿ 0
35 ±PE
¡ACRS.VC /±3E C ACR±VE
d
dt






[FX .¢/ C IX .¢/H.¢/]; BZ ´ @
@Z
[IX .¢/H.¢/]
are computedat theequilibriumvaluesofV ,Ä, andU , and .ACRVC /x
is the x component of the vector ACRVC . In the sequel we will use
the symbol Gl to denote the set of all linear plants Gl .´c/ associated
with the set E .
III. Trajectory Tracking Control System Design
and Implementation
In the preceding section we have shown that the linearization of
the nonlinear system GE about any trajectory in E results in a time-
invariant plant Gl .´c/. Therefore, associated with the set E there is
a family of linear plants Gl , which can now be used to synthesize a
tracking (possibly gain scheduled) controllerC designed to operate
over all of the trajectories in E .
A common approach to the development of such a controller C
requires designing a family of linear controllers for a  nite number
of linearplantsinGl and then interpolatingbetween these controllers
to achieveadequateperformancefor all of the linearizedplantsinGl .
During real time operation, the controllerparameters are updatedas
functions of a gain scheduling variable q D h.V ;Ä;3; P;U; ´c/,
where h is a C1 function. For example, a typical gain scheduling
variable for the case of aircraft is dynamic pressure q D 1
2
½kVk2,
where ½ represents air density.
In what follows,we restrict ourselves to the idealized casewhere
the descriptionof each controllerfor each plantGl .´c/ is available.19
Therefore, we assume that the  rst design step produces the set
Cl :D fCl .qc/; qc D h.VC ; ÄC ;3C ; PC ;Uc; ´c/g
Fig. 2 Linear controller Cl(qc ).
given by (see Fig. 2)
Cl .qc/ D
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
±E D [±v ±y ±z]0 ¡ [±vc ±yc ±zc]0
d
dt





±U D Cc1.qc/±X c1 C Dc1.qc/[±V 0E ±Ä0E ±30E ]0
CDc2.qc/±Xc2 CDc3.qc/±E
(11)
where the vector ±X c2 represents the integrator states of the con-
troller Cl .qc/, the vector ±X c1 represents the remaining states of the
controller Cl .qc/, ±X c1 2 Rnc , ±X c2 2 Rm , m D dim.U /,
[±v ±y ±z]0 D C1[±V 0E ±Ä0E ±30E ]0 C C2±PE
C1 D [V 0C=kVCk 0 0], C2 D diag[0 1 1], and the commands±yc and
±zc are introduced to determine how fast the error states ±y and ±z
go to zero. We further assume that the parameters of the controller
are C1 functions of qc.
The structureof the controllerCl .qc/ has the followingimportant
feature. Suppose the closed-loop system consisting of Gl.qc/ and
Cl .qc/ given by Eqs. (10) and (11) is asymptotically stable. Then
for given qc the controllerCl .qc/ will ensure zero steady-state error
to a step input for the variables in ±E . This includes errors in the
vehicle’s inertial velocity v and in the deviations from PC , z, and
y. Zero steady-state errors are achieved by integrating ±E . This
structureis typicalof trackingcontrollers,becausethey are designed
to drive errors betweenstep changes in referencecommands and the
correspondingplant outputs to zero in steady state. Notice that the
blockK.qc/ (see Fig. 2) may itself contain additional integrators.
Next, the family of linear controllersCl.qc/must be implemented
on the nonlinear plant G de ned in Sec. II. This problem has been
addressed in Ref. 11 for the general class of nonlinearplants and for
trackingcontrollerswith the same structureas Cl .qc/. In Ref. 11 the
authors formulated a so-called controller implementation problem,
which will be repeated here for the problem at hand.
Let T .G.qc/; Cl .qc// be the closed-looplinear system that results
from connecting Cl.qc/ to Gl .qc/, and denote by T .Gl .qc/; Cl.qc//
the correspondingmatrix transfer function. Let T .G; C/.qc/ be the
nonlinear closed-loop system that consists of C and G , and let
Tl .G; C/.qc/ denote its linearization about PC 2 E and denote by
Tl .G; C/.qc/ the corresponding matrix transfer function. With this
notation, the controller implementation problem applied to the in-
tegrated guidance and control problemconsidered in this paper can
be stated as follows:Find a gain scheduledcontrollerC such that for
each trajectory PC 2 E 1) the feedback systems Tl.G;C/.qc/ and
T .Gl.qc/; Cl .qc// have the same closed-loopeigenvaluesand 2) the
closed-loop transfer functions Tl .G; C/.qc/ and T .Gl .qc/; Cl.qc//
are equal.
In the sequel we provide a complete solution to the controller
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Fig. 3 Nonlinear controller C.
the set Gl of linearized plant models, we propose the following structure for the gain scheduled controller C (see Fig. 3):
C :D
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
[0 y z]0 D AI R.P ¡ PC .s0//
E D [v ¡ vc y ¡ yc z ¡ zc]
d
dt






















Ä0 .Ä ¡Q¡1 P3C /0
¶0
CDc2.q/E C Dc3.q/ d
dt
E
U D X c2
(12)
where PC .s0/ is the projection of P onto the helix PC 2 E . The
algorithm for computing PC .s0/ and s0 is given in the Appendix.
Comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 indicates that the structure of the gain
scheduled controller is easily obtained from that of the linear con-
trollers.We now make the following assumptions.
Assumption 1: Dim.X c2/ D dim.U / D dim.E/.
Assumption 2: The matrixµ
s I ¡Ac1.q/ Bc3.q/
¡Cc1.q/ Dc3.q/
¶
has full rank at s D 0 for each PC 2 E .
Assumption 3: The matrix pair .Ac1; Cc1/ is observable.
Assumption 1 implies that the number of integrators is equal to
the number of control inputs. This is necessary if the controller is to
provide independentcontrol of the errors E using the control inputs
U . Assumption2 implies that the realization.Ac1;Bc2; Cc1;Dc2/ has
no transmissionzerosat theorigin.Finally,Assumption3 guarantees
that the state X c1 is zero along the trajectories in E .
The main result of this section is stated next.
Theorem 1: Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then the gain
scheduled controller C given by Eqs. (12) solves the controller im-
plementationproblem, i.e., for each PC 2E the followingproperties
hold:
1) The feedbacksystemsTl .G; C/.qc/ andT .Gl.qc/; Cl.qc//have
the same closed-loop eigenvalues.
2) The closed-loopmatrix transfer functions Tl .G; C/.qc/.s/ and
T .Gl .qc/; Cl .qc//.s/ are equal.
Thus, the eigenvalues of the linearizations along each trajectory
in E are preserved; furthermore, the input–output behavior of the
linearizedoperators is preserved in a well-de ned sense. The reader
is referred to Ref. 11 for a complete discussion on approximations
to this method that avoid using pure differentiation.
Theorem 1 can be used as follows: First, determine the dynamics
of the autonomous vehicle G and the set of trimming trajectoriesE
the vehicle is required to track.This set is parametrizedby the range
of trimming velocities vc , desired  ight-path angles °c , and desired
headingrates PÃc . Recall, thesevariablesconstitutea gain scheduling
vector qc D [vc °c PÃc]0. Next, rewrite the vehicle dynamics using
generalized error coordinates VE , ÄE , 3E , and PE to obtain the
vehicle’s error dynamicsGE . Linearize GE about a  nite number of
trajectories in E . Use these linear models to design a  nite number
(k) of trajectory tracking controllers fCli ; i D 1; kg. Gain schedulefCli ; i D 1; kg utilizing a favorite interpolation or gain scheduling
technique to obtain the linear gain scheduledcontrollerCl .qc/. Now
implement this controller on the nonlinear plant G according to the
expression (12).
Proof: In the proof we set the controllermatricesDc1 and Dc3 to
zero. This does not change the results but simpli es considerably
the algebra. Furthermore, we will drop explicit dependence of the
controller parameters on the gain scheduling variable q.
Let PC 2 E be given. Consider the feedback interconnectionof
the linear plant Gl .qc/ and linear controller Cl .qc/. The state matrix
F of this feedback system has the following form:
F :D
2664
A1 0 BCc1 BDc2
A2 A3 0 0
Bc1 C Bc3C1 Bc3C2 Ac1 Bc2


















24 0 · 00 0 ¡¿
0 ¡¿ 0
35






D x component of ACRVC
Nextwe linearizethe feedbackinterconnectionof theplantG and the
controllerC. However, to do that,  rst we must determine the values
of the controller states X c1 and Xc2 along the trajectory PC 2 E .
From Eq. (12) we obtain
d
dt
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Notice, because along PC 2 E ,
EC D 0; VC D const; ÄC D const




Xc1c D Ac1Xc1c ; 0 D Cc1X c1c
Now, using Assumption 3 we conclude that Xc1c D 0.
To compute the linearization of the feedback interconnection of
G and C (T .G;C/) along PC 2 E , observe that F .G; C/ is equal
to the feedback interconnectionof GE and the system consisting of
K.q/ and the integrator Xc2. The linearizationof GE along PC 2 E
is given by Eqs. (10). The linearizationof the system consisting of
K.q/ and Xc2 can be obtained using the trimming values of X c1 and
X c2 and the steps outlined in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Ref. 11.
For brevity of exposition the detailed derivation is omitted. The
linearizationhas the following form:
d
dt

















±X c2 D Cc1±Xc1 CDc2±E ; ±U D ±Xc2
























Dc2 [C1 C2] Cc1 0
377777775
The proof of the  rst part of the theorem now follows from As-
sumption 2 and an observation that the matrices F and M are in the
form of the matrices F and M in the proof of the Theorem 4.1 in
Ref. 11.
The proof of the secondpart of the theoremfollows directly from
the proof of the second part of Theorem 4.1 in Ref. 11.
It is worth emphasizing the following important properties of
the controller C. 1) The result in Theorem 1 holds for all trajec-
tories in E . 2) The structure of the controller C is easily obtained
from that of the linear controllers. 3) Because all of the closed-
loop transfer functions of the local linearizations are preserved, at
the level of local linear analysis, the controller does not introduce
any additional noise ampli cation despite the presence of a differ-
entiation operator. 4) Along trajectories PC 2 E , X c2c D Uc and
X c1c D 0. Therefore, the trimming values of the control inputs are
naturally provided by the integrator block with state X c2c . 5) The
integrators Xc2 are directly at the input of the plant, which makes
it straightforwardto implement antiwindup schemes. This becomes
necessary in applicationswhere the inputU is hard limited due to
actuator saturation, for example. 6) The inputs to the controller PC
and P3C can be computed directly from the vector qc . 7) The trim
values VC ; ÄC , andUc are not required in the controller implemen-
tation. 8) Along the trajectories PC 2 E the controller guarantees
that the steady-state value of error vector E is zero, which follows
from the fact that the controller solves the controller implementa-
tion problem. This is in sharp contrast to standard LOS guidance
schemes.
IV. Example
In this section we apply the methodology developed in Sec. III
to the design and implementation of an integrated guidance and
control system for a  xed wing unmanned air vehicle named Blue-
bird. Bluebird is operated at the UnmannedAir Vehicle Laboratory
of the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. It has a 12.5-ft wingspan
and a 35-lb payload capability and is equipped with a full avionics
suite, including inertial measurement unit, GPS, and air data sen-
sors.
A. Bluebird Model
Let fW g denote the wind axis. It is usually attached to aircraft’s
center of gravity and is de ned using the right-hand rule, with the x
axis pointing in the direction of the apparent wind. For example, in
the absenceofwind the aircraft inertial velocity resolved in fW g has
the followingform: [kV k 0 0]0. Now let BWR denotethe transforma-
tion from fW g to fBg. Notice, BWR can be computed using the angle
of attack ® and the sideslip angle ¯ , where ¯ D sin¡1.v=kVk/ and
® D sin¡1.w=kV k/. Now, using the notationin Sec. II, the Bluebird





V D FV .V ;Ä;3/C IV .V; Ä/H.V; Ä;U /
d
dt








Following the development in Sec. II, the set of trimming trajec-











FV .VC ;ÄC ; 3C /
C IV .VC ; ÄC/H.VC ;ÄC ;Uc/ D 0
FÄ.VC ;ÄC ; 3C /
C IÄ.VC ;ÄC /H.VC ;ÄC ;Uc/ D 0
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(16)
where PC and 3C can be computed using the scheduling vector
q D [vc °c PÃc]0. Now, given [vc °c PÃc]0 and ¯c D 0 we can solve
for VC ;ÄC ;Uc , and3C from
FV .VC ; ÄC ;3C /C IV .VC ; ÄC /H.VC ;ÄC ;Uc/ D 0
FÄ.VC ;ÄC ; 3C / C IÄ.VC ; ÄC/H.VC ;ÄC ;Uc/ D 0
(17)
Q¡1C ÄC ¡ P3C D 0; kVCk ¡ vc D 0





where the arg functionextracts the anglesX from the rotationmatrix
R.X/: X D arg.R.X /) [for example, for straight line  ight the last
expression in Eqs. (17) reduces to °c D µc ¡ ®c]. Equations (17)
consistof 12 equationsin 12 unknowns,because the trimming value
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or numerical methods. For an example of an interesting analytic
solution see Refs. 9 and 16.
Using the solution to Eqs. (17) the linear model for Bluebird
representedbyEqs. (10)was obtainedalonga straightline trajectory
characterizedby the velocityvc of 73 fps,°c of zero, andwings level
( PÃc D 0, a typical cruise condition for Bluebird). This model was
used to design a linear trajectory tracking controller for the vehicle.
The linear model of the Bluebird in cruise is typical for a  xed
wing aircraft, i.e., it naturallydecouplesinto lateral and longitudinal
dynamics. The longitudinal dynamics are characterizedby a short-
periodmodewith a natural frequencyof 0.5 rad/s, a dampingratio of
0.7, anda lightlydamped,stablephugoidmode.Lateraldynamicsin-
cludea lightlydampedDutch rollmodewith a dampingratioof 0.03,
a roll mode, and an unstable spiral mode. Bluebird utilizes standard
elevators,rudder,anddifferentialaileronsforcontrolandasinglegas
engine driven propeller in the nose for thrust. To ensure appropriate
Dutch roll responseand rudder behavior in trim we have designed a
yaw damper for Bluebird, which washes out rudder in steady state.
As a result, the control input vector U available for the trajectory
tracking controller consisted of ailerons, elevator, and thrust.
B. Design Requirements and Linear Controller Design
In a calm air mass, tracking inertially  xed trajectories presents
no danger to the aircraft because the inertial velocity of the aircraft
along the trajectory equals aircraft’s velocity with respect to air
mass. However, in a changing air mass, attempting to maintain an
inertially referencedvelocity can lead to the airspeed exceeding the
safety limits. Therefore, it is natural to require that the commanded
velocity along the inertial trajectory be relative to the air mass, i.e.,
indicatedairspeed.Additionaldesignrequirementsfor the linear tra-
jectory tracking controller included the following: 1) Zero steady-
stateerror:achievezerosteady-statetrackingerrorsof all trajectories
in E ; achieve zero steady-state tracking of indicated airspeedwhile
on any trajectory in E in the presence of a constant disturbance.
2) Bandwidth requirements: the command-loopbandwidth for each
command channel should be no greater than 1 rad/s and no less than
1
10 rad/s; the control-loopbandwidth should not exceed 12 rad/s for
the elevator, aileron, and rudder loops, and 5 rad/s for the throttle
loop. These numbers represent 50% of the corresponding actuator
bandwidthsand shall ensure that the actuatorsare not drivenbeyond
their linear operating range. 3) Closed loop damping and stability
margins: the dominantclosed-loopeigenvaluesshouldhave a damp-
ing ratio of at least 0.5. Simultaneous gain and phase margins of 6
dB and 45 deg in each control loop must be achieved.
The methodology selected for linear control system design was
H1 synthesis.20 This method rests on a  rm theoretical basis and
leads naturally to an interpretation of control design speci cations
in the frequency domain. Furthermore, it provides clear guidelines
for the design of controllers so as to achieve robust performance in
the presence of plant uncertainty. The basic steps in the controller-
designprocedure,includingthedevelopmentof the synthesismodel,
were done using the approach described in Ref. 21. This approach
provides an intuitive and straightforward way for converting the
design requirements into the weights for the H1 synthesis model.
Consider Fig. 4. Here Cl is the controller to be designed, and Gl is
the linear model of Bluebird.
In Fig. 4 the vector of exogenous inputsw represents input com-
mands. The vector y1 represents lateral and vertical displacement
statesof the linearmodel aswell as vehicle’s velocity.The regulated
C :D
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
[0 y z]0 D AI R.P ¡ PC .s0//
E D [v ¡ vc y z]
PXc1 D Ac1. PÃc/Xc1 C Bc2E
PXc2 D Nq0Nq
»















U D X c2
output z includes the outputs of the weightingmatricesW1 andW2.














37775 ; W2 D
24 c4 0 00 c5 0
0 0 c6
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where the constants ci ; i D 1; 6, were used as the design knobs
adjusted to meet the closed-loop tracking, damping, control, and
command loop bandwidth requirements.Notice that the structureof
W1 ensures steady-state tracking of constant commands in all three
channels and rejection of sinusoidal disturbances at a frequency of
! in the velocity channel as per design requirements. A nominal
value of ! was selected and the resulting values ofW1 andW2 were
used to obtain a linear trajectory tracking controller:
Cl :D
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
±E D [±v ±y ±z]0 ¡ [±vc ±yc ±zc]0
d
dt




±U D Cc1±X c1 CDc1[±V 0E ±Ä0E ±30E ]0
CDc2±Xc2 CDc3±E
where theH1 state feedback gain is K D [Cc1 Dc1 Dc2 Dc3] and
the matrix Ac1 includes the s=.s2 C !2/ dynamics. The feedback
system consisting of the plant Gl and the controllerCl was found to
meet all of the design speci cations given earlier in this section.
Tracking any trajectory in E that represents a helix at a constant
inertial velocity in a constant wind results in sinusoidal variations
of the vehicle’s airspeed. The average frequency of the oscillations
is equal to the commanded turn rate PÃC . This suggests that PÃC can
be used as a scheduling variable to ensure disturbance rejection
in the velocity channel at that frequency. Furthermore, because the
control surfaceeffectivenessis proportionalto the dynamicpressure
Nq D 0:5½kV k2 , the controller Cl was gain scheduled on Nq and the
commanded turn rate PÃc :
Cl . Nq; PÃC / :D
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
±E D [±v ±y ±z]0 ¡ [±vc ±yc ±zc]0
d
dt




±U D Nq0Nq fCc1. PÃc/±X c1 CDc1[±V
0 ±Ä0 ±30E ]
0
CDc2±Xc2 CDc3±E g
where Nq0 represents the nominal value of Nq.
C. Implementation and SimulationResults
Using the formulas provided in Sec. III the family of linear gain
scheduled controllers Cl . Nq; PÃc/ was implemented on the nonlinear
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Fig. 4 Synthesis and
analysis model.
Fig. 5 Helix trajectory.
We emphasize that the implementation equations for the controller
C do not require the computation of ÄC , Uc, and VC . Moreover,
because (d=dt/3C D [0 0 PÃc]0, the controller must only be pro-
videdwith PÃc and PC when steering the aircraft along the trajectory.
These are the critical advantagesof the proposedmethodology.The
acceleration term .d=dt/V can be computed using onboard sensors
without resorting to differentiation. Therefore, the only term that
could not be computeddirectlywas .d=dt/Ä. In this case the differ-
entiation operator d=dt was replaced by a causal operator with the
transfer function s=.¿s C 1/ (Ref. 11).
The trajectory trackingcontroller just developedwas testedusing
a number of trajectories.One such trajectory consisted of a straight
line transitioning into a helix (shown in Fig. 5). This trajectory is
characterizedbya typicalBluebirdcruisevelocityof73 fps.Initially,
the trajectory is aligned with the inertial x axis. After proceeding
along the x axis for 3000 ft, the trajectory turns into a helix with a
radius of 1000 ft and climb angle of 5 deg. Consider Fig. 6, which
shows the time history of the position error, bank and pitch angles,
and indicated airspeed along the trajectory. Clearly, the controller
drives Bluebird along this trajectorywith zero steady-stateposition
errors while maintaining 73 fps indicated airspeed.
Next, the simulation was repeated, this time with changing air
mass. A constant wind velocity of 20 fps in the positive y direction
was introduced at the start of the run. The results are summarized
in Fig. 7. During the  rst segment of the trajectory the wind is seen
as a constant disturbance by the controller. The aircraft “crabs”
into the prevailingwind as expected.This is con rmed by the zero
bank angle. The lateral and vertical position errors are driven to
zero.When the vehicle turns onto the helix approximately40 s into
the simulation, the wind, which is constant in the inertial frame,
is seen as a sinusoidal disturbance in the body frame. Using the
Magnitude of position error Bank angle
Pitch angle Indicated airspeed
Fig. 6 Position error, pitch and bank angles, and velocity.
Magnitude of position error
Pitch angle
Bank angle
IAS (- - -) and groundspeed (–¢– )
Fig. 7 Position error, pitch and bank angles, and velocity in the pres-
ence of wind.
commanded indicated airspeed and a measured value of the wind,
the controllerdeterminesthe commanded instantaneousturn rate PÃC
to reject disturbances in indicated airspeed. This can be seen on the
bottom right plot of Fig. 7, which shows that an indicated airspeed
of 73 fps is maintainedwhile the inertialvelocityoscillatesbetween
53 and 73 fps. Furthermore,while on the helix the controller allows
for small position errors resulting from the fact that in the presence
of the wind the inertial trajectory is no longer a trimming trajectory.
This is con rmed by a time-varying bank angle plot in the upper
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V. Conclusions
A new method was introduced for designing and implementing
integrated guidance and control systems for autonomous vehicles.
The starting point is a family of linear controllers with integral
action designed for linearizationsof the nonlinearequations of mo-
tion described in an appropriate state space. Based on this family,
the method produces a gain scheduled controller that preserves the
input–outputpropertiesof the original linear closed-loopsystemsas
well as the closed-loop eigenvalues.The key feature of the method
is the ability to automatically recon gure the control inputs of the
vehicle to provide for proper control action as the body tracks an
inertial trajectory in free spacewhilemaintainingconstant airspeed.
The method is simple to apply and leads to a nonlinear controller
with a structure similar to that of the original linear controllers.
Appendix: Error Dynamics and Their Linearization
A. Derivation of Eq. (9)
Note, we only need to derive the expressionfor .d=dt/3E . Recall














and because .d=dt/3 D QÄ and .d=dt/3C D QCÄC , we obtain
d
dt
3E D Ä¡Q¡1QCÄC C d
dt
Q¡1.3 ¡3C / (A1)
B. Derivation of Eq. (10)
To obtain Eq. (10) we need the following identity.













¢ D S¡BI RX¢Q¡1 (A3)






¢ D IBRS.Ä/ (A4)
Next, from de nition of cross product we get
S.X /Y D ¡S.Y /X (A5)
for any X; Y 2 R3. Now, using Eqs. (A4), (A5), and the fact that X





































Equation (A2) now follows by comparing Eqs. (A6) and (A7).













¢ D ¡S.Ä/BI RX D S¡BI RX¢Ä (A9)




















Equation (A3) follows readily from Eqs. (A9) and (A10).
Finally, let3 D 0, then
I
BR D BI R D Q D I














3D 0 D S.X/ (A11)
Now, observe that we only need to derive the expressions for
.d=dt/±PE and .d=dt/±3E . Let
M D
24 1¡ y· 0 0z¿ 1 0
y¿ 0 1
35¡1 D
24 .1¡ y·/¡1 0 0¡z¿ .1¡ y·/¡1 1 0





































24 0 · 00 0 ¡¿
0 ¡¿ 0
35 (A13)
where the subscript c implies that the preceding gradient is being




















































By combiningEqs. (A13–A16) we obtain the desired expressionfor
.d=dt/±PE .
By observing that along the trajectories PC 2 E .d=dt/Q¡1 D 0
and using simple algebra we obtain
d
dt
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The desired expression for .d=dt/±3E now follows from expres-
sions (A17) and (A19).
C. Computation of PC.s0/ and s0
Let P denote the positionof the body.Then the projection PC .s0/
of P onto thehelix PC 2 E is a solutionto the followingoptimization
problem:
min kP ¡ PC .s0/k
subject to
PC .s/ 2 PC
(A20)
This problem can be reduced to an unconstrained optimization
problemover s0. Let PC .s0/D [x y z]0, then x D r cos[. PÃC=vc/s0],
yD r cos[. PÃC=vc/s0], and z D Phcs0=vc , where r and Phc denote the
radius and the climb rate of the helix, respectively (see Sec. II).






















This problem, in general, does not have an analytical solution and,
therefore, must be solved numerically. In practice, an iterative so-
lution based on Newton’s method can be used. For the case of a
circle (Phc D 0), however, the analytical solution is simply the point
that lies on the intersectionof the circle with the line connectingthe















The solution to Eq. (A20) for the case of a circle is PC .s0/ D
argmin§kP ¡ R.§/k, and if PC .s0/D [x y z], then s0 D .vc=PÃC/ tan¡1.y=x/.
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